TECHNOLOGY GUIDE
DLX
DLX is a hand selected range specifically chosen to provide the best in performance and features. This is the best of the best,
ideal for those who demand a little bit extra. DLX spans the entire collection, from accessories to high-end outerwear yet
remains true to the ethos of value in a life outdoors. Delux performance clothing and equipment. Designed for Life in extremes.

TRES-TEX® 3 LAYER FABRIC
Trespass excels in “bad weather” solutions. Tres-tex® 3 Layer Waterproof Fabric is breathable and Windproof with taped
seams. The fabric is supple and durable and when used as the outer shell in a layering system, 3 Layer Tres-tex® will allow
you to maintain a dry and comfortable personal environment when the weather is not at its best.

TRES-TEX®
Waterproof, windproof and breathable, this performance fabric is used in many of our ranges. Supple, durable and functional
coatings and surface treatments help repel water and work with your layering system to draw moisture away from your body.

TRES-SHIELD
Tres-shield Fabric, ideal for bad weather situations. Waterproof, windproof & taped seams, this performance fabric is used to
produce a range of great value outerwear. Supple and durable, functional coatings and surface treatments help repel water
and wind keeping you comfortable.

PACKAWAY
Be prepared without sacrificing weight and space in your pack. Packaway garments are lightweight, adjustable and less
bulky yet retain their performance.

3-IN-1
3 options in 1 garment. A custom layering system consisting of an outershell and removable fleece or inner jacket offering
maximum versatility and the ability to adjust your personal microclimate.

AIRTRAP®
Designed for comfort and warmth from soft, light, breathable, anti-pill fleece, these garments are a versatile mid-layer. The
special structure of Airtrap® not only stretches to give you freedom of movement but creates airspaces that trap and hold
your body heat.

TAPED SEAMS
Every seam produced creates hundreds of needle holes that water can get through. Applying a thermoplastic tape under heat
and pressure will seal the seams to keep moisture from passing through. Taped seams keep you dryer and warmer.

COLDHEAT®
Coldheat Insulation. Lightweight, durable and soft lofted fibres trap and hold the heat generated by your body, giving you
maximum freedom of movement allowing you to stay comfortable in the most arctic of conditions.

MOSKITOPHOBIA®
Provides a major line in defence against irritating, biting insects. Moskitophobia® contains Lycra®, giving comfortable stretch
properties. Moskitophobia® is also fast drying and high wicking maintaining unparalleled personal luxury. Easy-wear, easy-care.

DUOSKIN®
Duoskin® Intelligent Fabric from Trespass effectively draws moisture away from the skin. This moisture quickly evaporates
when brought to the surface of the fabric, leaving you dry and comfortable. Tightly woven fibres, high wicking and quick drying.

COOLMAX®
Coolmax® fabric offers soft, lightweight and breathable comfort. It wicks moisture away from your body keeping you cool, dry
and comfortable.

DWR - DURABLE WATER REPELLENT FINISH
DWR is a durable water repellent finish which provides a protective wall from water droplets on the outer layer of the garment.
DWR is not waterproof, but does reduce condensation forming, aiding breathability so less moisture reaches your skin.
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TRESPASS RATING SYSTEMS
AT400

AT300
AT200

TRESPASS TP RATINGS - Finding the right combination of waterproofing and breathability to meet your exact needs is
crucial if you want to stay warm, dry and comfortable in any condition. We
make finding the fabric
that’s right for you easy,
AT400
AT100
with our tiered rating system.
AT300
The quick reference guide lets you zone in, indicating where this particular item sits
in the Technical Performance range.
Choose the ‘TP rating’ to satisfy your needs or activity. The higher rating means increased features/performance.

AT400

AT200

AT100
10000mm Waterproof
5000mvp Breathable
and upwards
Duoskin+
Moskitophobia
2000 - 5000mm Waterproof
3000 - 5000mvp Breathable

AT300
AT200

AT400
AT300

AT100
AT200
AT100

Duoskin
Coolmax
Supplex
UV Protection
Water Resistant - 2000mm Waterproof

TRESPASS AIRTRAP RATINGS - Finding the right level of warmth to meet your needs is crucial if you want to stay warm,
dry and comfortable. We make finding the fleece that’s right for you easy, with our new AT rating system. The higher the
AT400
rating the heavier weight of fleece. We offer a comprehensive range including Micro, Polar, Bonded, Water Resistant and
printed garments with optimum comfort and protection in mind. Our Fleece range
delivers durability whether it be for
AT300
AT400
today’s customer requiring high-output outdoor performance or those enjoying every day activities.

AT200

100 - 199gsm Airtrap Fleece

AT300

AT100 AT200
AT100

AT400
AT300
AT400
AT200
AT300

200 - 299gsm Airtrap Fleece

AT200
AT100

300 - 399gsm Airtrap Fleece

AT100

AT400
AT300

400 - 499gsm Airtrap Fleece

AT200
AT100
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